SSP SELECT INSURANCE
WHAT IS SSP SELECT INSURANCE?

SSP Select Insurance is our cutting-edge insurance IT solution that puts you in control
of building the operating model that will future-proof your business. Whether you take a
hands-on approach to configuring your IT package, or you’re part of a large company with
particularly niche needs, SSP Select Insurance is a flexible, modular, end-to-end software
package. Pre-built to cover all aspects of your required functionality, it is a web-enabled
solution which helps you address your business priorities by enhancing or replacing your
legacy systems with minimum impact on your business.
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WHY CHOOSE SSP SELECT INSURANCE?
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SSP Select Insurance has been designed to provide the core platform for digital insurance
innovation. Its engagement centre interface provides staff with a single easy to use portal
across core components including: Select Contact, Select Policy, Select Finance, Select
Reinsurance, Select Claims, Select Composer – enabling rapid development and the
launch of new products into the market on a low-cost, high business-benefit basis.
Flexible, seamlessly integrated, channel-neutral, on-demand and comprehensive; it is
architected to enterprise level, is multi-language, multi-currency, multi-tax and region, and
supports personal and commercial lines products.
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OPERATING STAFF

•

Driving Profitable Growth: Ever-changing customer demands, regulatory pressures and a challenging economy can make profitable
growth difficult. A sustainable solution is vital to meet the sophisticated, niche requirements of each insurance company.

•

Connecting with your market: Increasing connectivity between businesses, trading partners and customers present numerous
challenges and opportunities to today’s insurers. A system which enables immediate access and on-demand service for brokers and
customers with minimum disruption is key to staying ahead of your competitors.

•

Streamlining your operations: Finding a core Administration System which allows you to drive profitable growth, while enhancing
your business processes is paramount to ensuring your challenges are being met head on. With over 30 years of industry knowledge
behind us, you can trust SSP to provide a tailored solution which meets your complex requirements.

•

Proven across the globe: SSP Select Insurance has been implemented across the globe on three continents by both commercial
and personal lines insurers, distributing direct to the consumer, via affinity channels and via brokers.

HOW IT WORKS - CORE FEATURES
SSP Select Insurance uses the latest open-architecture technology, built to Insurance Application Architecture (IAA) standards and
frameworks in collaboration with IBM, designed to integrate easily into any distribution channel and business process. It also gives you a
number of options for legacy replacement, from full ‘rip-and-replace’ to an ‘enhance-and-evolve’ option. At the same time as being
flexible, SSP Select Insurance is secure, accessible 24/7, constantly updated and helps speed the adoption of a Service-Orientated
Architecture (SOA) enterprise. In short, it helps you stay ahead of the curve and respond to the changing demands of your market, today
and tomorrow.

Core Features

What it does

SELECT CONTACT

Bringing simplicity, flexibility and order to customer relationship management, anywhere in the world. Our intelligent
component gives you a single view of customers and relationships across your business, channels and trading
partners. It maximises up-sell and cross-sell opportunities, enables multiple communication and co-ordination
routes, and provides more effective insight and customer service.

SELECT COMPOSER

Fast, intuitive and business-friendly: Select Composer is a product composition tool that seamlessly integrates
with your current or new processes. It enhances productivity by giving business users complete control of the
product definition process, eliminating any coding requirements. It has the agility to cater for any product structure,
the responsiveness to cost-effectively meet changing needs and a speed to market greater than that predicted by
experts – including Microsoft itself.

SELECT POLICY

Flexible, seamlessly integrated, channel-neutral, on-demand and comprehensive: an intuitive, browser-based
interface masks a feature-packed component offering every function for controlling policies. Streamlines
processes for efficiencies in administration and underwriting and is secure and accessible 24/7.

SELECT FINANCE

Cost-effective automation, multi-currency capability, configurable commission and charging, alongside full
insurance accounting. For any aspect of finance, SSP has you covered. From automated receipt and policy
reconciliation to flexible payment, secure authorisation and audit to a full payment history, query handling and FCA
reporting, you’ll always have access to what’s important – the numbers.

SELECT CLAIMS

The Select Claims component drives down costs, boosts quality, manages third-party relationships and simplifies
the whole process through a choice of interfaces. Even more importantly, by tracking all claim activities through
business process management and service targets, it supports best practice from FNOL to closure.

SELECT REINSURANCE

Select Reinsurance simplifies the complex administration of reinsurance. Extensive functionality, designed around
the way you work, gives you complete control of all reinsurance classes, programmes, worksheets, and faculty
and treaty arrangements.

For further information on Select Insurance call us on 0800 590 705
or visit www.ssp-worldwide.com

